filters to extract waves based on the 'Normalized Inner Product' (NIP). Since the NIP is the time-23 frequency counterpart of the correlation, Rayleigh and Love waves can be identified depending on the 24 NIP between the Stockwell Transforms of the horizontal and vertical displacement components. The 25 novelty and advantage of the proposed procedure is that it does not require specifying a-priori the 26 direction of propagation of the surface waves, but instead such direction is determined. Furthermore, it is 27
shown that the NIP is a more stable parameter in the time-frequency domain when compared to the 28 instantaneous reciprocal ellipticity, and thus it avoids smoothing (and with it, altering) the data. The 29 procedure has been successfully tested with real signals, specifically to extract Rayleigh and Love waves 30 from seismograms of one aftershock of the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. With the proposed procedure we 31 found different directions of propagation for retro-grade and pro-grade Rayleigh waves, which might 32 suggest that they are generated by different mechanisms. 33
INTRODUCTION 34
The identification of surface waves in a time history is one of the fundamental tasks in seismology. 35
Surface waves are important not only because they carry information about the surficial geological 36 layers in which they propagate, but also for their impact on man-made structures. Methods for 37 identifying surface waves are based on the two main characteristics of such waves: (1) plane and type of 38 polarization, and (2) frequency-dependent phase velocities (dispersion). A processor to identify surface 39 waves and simultaneously compute their azimuth, was proposed in the late 70's by Smart (1978) . The 40 algorithm finds the best fit between polarization characteristics of ground motion and surface wave 41 models defined in the frequency domain. More recently, identification of Rayleigh wave phases has 42 been performed by means of Complex Trace Analysis (CTA) (Vidale, 1986 , René et al., 1986 , Li and 43 Crampin, 1991 , Baker and Stevens, 2004 . CTA uses time-varying polarization characteristics to 44 differentiate between waves, and thus, waves arriving at different times can be separated. Rayleigh 45 waves are identified by considering the fact that they are elliptically polarized in a plane oriented in their 46 direction of propagation. However, in view of the fact that dispersed waves (such as surface waves) may 47 be effectively described and analyzed in terms of narrow-band wave packets, we need an extraction 48 technique that resolves the recorded signals in such narrow-band packets. Since CTA does not provide 49 information on the time variation of the frequency content of the signal, the analyst needs to choose 50 frequency ranges of interest a priori. This problem is aggravated when different types of waves appear 51 simultaneously in the signal under investigation, as it often happens with seismic waves. Another 52 difficulty faced by the analyst is the need to assume a priori the direction of propagation of the surface 53 waves present in the time histories. 54 start by relating the horizontal components and to the components and as 168 follows: 169 (7) If the radial component and the shifted (Hilbert Transformed) vertical component are in 170 phase, then we can reasonably consider that these are the components of a Rayleigh wave, which, in 171 turn, implies that, the correlation coefficient of the transverse component and should ideally 172 be zero (in essence we are assuming that the identified Rayleigh wave is not correlated with the linearly 173 polarized wave in the transverse direction, if such a wave exists). Under this assumption, Eq. (5) leads 174 to: 175 (8) Substitution of the second equation given in (7) in the above expression leads to: 176 (9) Solving this equation for we obtain the average direction of propagation of the wave train: 177 (10) where the subscript is added because Eq. (10) provides only the 'reference' angle of the direction of 178 propagation of the Rayleigh waves. The azimuth in its correct quadrant can be computed with the 179 expressions: 180 11 (11) which can be condensed in the following single equation: 181 (12) where is the sign function. Note that Eqs. (11) and (12) take into account the sign of reference 182
angle , which will have the same sign as
. If the extracted signal is composed of more than one 183 dispersive wave propagating in distinct, albeit similar, directions, then, Eq. (10)- (12) The time-domain procedures to compute the direction of propagation of Rayleigh waves presented in 187 this section work well if the waves have already been identified and extracted. An implicit assumption in 188 those procedures is that Rayleigh waves are either pro-grade or retro-grade, but not a mixture. Retro-189 grade particle motion is usually the type of polarization expected for Rayleigh waves. However, some 190 geological settings allow for the generation of both retro-grade and pro-grade waves. One example is the 191 West Coastal Plain in Taiwan, as reported by Wang et al. (2006) . With the IRE criterion as defined in 192
Eq. (2) it is not possible to identify whether the particle motion is pro-grade or retro-grade. Galiana-193 Merino et al. (2011) suggest the instantaneous phase difference between the Radial and Vertical 194 components can be used to discern between these two types of motion. However, this requires 195 knowledge of the angle specifying the radial direction, and in most cases this angle is not available to 196 the analyst. This is why we propose a new criterion to filter the components of the signal to extract 197
Rayleigh waves, which does not require the specification of their direction of propagation, and (14) with corresponding definitions for the radial, transverse, North and East components, , , 210 , , respectively. Once we treat each element of the discretized space as a vector, we 211 can define inner (dot) products with them. For example, the inner product of the radial with the vertical 212 component can be expressed as: 213 (15) 
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The inner product allows one to take advantage of the following facts: 1) the phase of the 214 Stockwell Transform is absolutely referenced, (2) when normalized, the inner product is (in a way) the 215 time-frequency counterpart of the correlation in the time domain. Therefore, for a Rayleigh wave, if we 216 shift appropriately (i.e. by a phase-delay for pro-grade particle motion, or by phase-advance for retro-217 grade particle motion) the vertical component, then the shifted vertical component should be in-phase 218 with the radial component. If we refer to the shifted vertical component by , then ideally 219
, and
. Practically, we expect the difference 220 ] to be small and, consequently, we expect to attain 221 values close to 1. Making use of the definitions established earlier, the Normalized Inner Product of the 222 radial and appropriately shifted vertical components, denoted by is given by: 223 (16) Note that in the time-frequency domain, the time shifted vertical component is obtained simply 224 by multiplying the positive frequencies of by for a phase advance, and by 225 for a phase delay. Then, we can construct simple filters to retain only those regions in the 226 space where the value of the is close to 1 (say, ) and setting the rest of the 227 space equal to zero. Following Pinnegar (2006) , the filters can be alternatively defined using 228 continuous functions by means of cosine tapers, to reduce numerical artifacts when the filtered 229 transforms are inverted to recover the extracted waves. 230
Since we do not know the direction of propagation of the Rayleigh wave, the elements cannot 231 be computed directly applying the Stockwell Transform to some time history in such direction. Here we 232 14 propose an indirect method to compute the elements . Exploiting the linearity of the Stockwell 233 Transform, we obtain the time-frequency counterpart of Eq. (7): 234 (17) In order to find the azimuth , we again make use of the fact that, for a Rayleigh wave, the correlation 235 between the transverse component and the shifted vertical component is zero: 236 (18) Following a similar reasoning to the one presented in the previous section, the time-frequency 237 counterpart of Eq. (10) can be expressed as: 238 (19) Here is a function of , and is expected to present small variations when associated to a wave 239 train. If several wave trains are present in the signal, having different directions of propagation, Eq. (19) 240 is valid for each of the corresponding time intervals. Now, taking in consideration the quadrants in the 241 N-S, E-W plane, the azimuth giving the direction of propagation of the wave train is given by: 242 (20) where 243 (21) and if the sense of propagation of the wave train is towards the East, whereas 244 if the sense of propagation of the wave train is towards the West. The determination of 245 the sense of propagation can be accomplished if the position of the source/origin of the signal is known, 246 or if we have more than one station recording the propagating dispersive wave. Let us emphatically note 247 that if the sense of propagation, of the phase under investigation, is not established, pro-grade or retro-248 grade motion cannot be defined without ambiguity. Also, let us note that sense of propagation and 249 direction of propagation are not the same thing. The direction is given by a numerical value of , 250 whereas the sense of propagation only indicates whether the propagation of the wave train is towards the 251 East or the West. Once the angle is computed, the elements can be computed in the 252 time-frequency domain with the first equation given in (17) . 253
The NIP criterion is particularly useful when in the seismogram we have simultaneously the traces of 254 pro-grade and retro-grade Rayleigh waves. These waves may be associated with different frequencies if 255 the physical processes that generate them are different. Since the NIP criterion we use is defined in 256 terms of , the filter constructed with this criterion will exclude the regions of the space 257 that are associated with pro-grade particle motion if has been obtained with a phase advance. 258 Conversely, the filter will exclude the regions of the space corresponding to retro-grade motion if 259 has been obtained with a phase delay (Figure 1) . 260
After the filters are applied to the time-frequency components of the signal, the filtered Stockwell 261
Transforms are inverted and what we eventually obtain are Rayleigh waves with only pro-grade or retro-262 grade particle motion (depending on how we shifted the vertical component). 
WAVE EXTRACTION USING SYNTHETIC SIGNALS 287
In this section, we illustrate the application of our proposed procedure to extract waves from synthetic 288 signals. We consider an example very similar to the one presented by Galiana-Merino et al. (2011) , 289 where a constructed synthetic signal is used. To construct the synthetic signal we combine three 290 windowed sinusoids with frequencies: 5, 2 and 1 Hz, shown in Figure 3 , and denoted by , , 291 and , respectively. In order to include elliptically polarized waves, we apply a phase advance of /2 292 rad to the signal , and a phase delay of /2 rad to the signal . The resulting signals are denoted 293 by and , respectively. The three frequencies are then combined as shown in shown in Figure  294 4, to obtain a three-component signal, which is simultaneously linearly and elliptically polarized. As 295 Figure 4 indicates, we choose the pro-grade wave of 1 Hz to be in the -plane, with following 296 components:
in the -direction, and in the -direction. On the other hand, the retrograde 297 wave of 2 Hz is assigned to the -plane, with the following components:
in the -direction 298 18 and in the -direction. In the x-y plane we choose to have a linearly polarized wave of 5 Hz 299 defined as in both -and -directions. Since both the and components have the same 300 amplitude, the linearly polarized wave has a direction of propagation of 45 degrees measured clockwise 301 from the positive -axis. 302
Now, we translate the --coordinate system into a North-East-Vertical system. For this, we assign an 303 azimuth of 60 degrees (measured clockwise from North) to the retro-grade wave (which propagates 304 along the -axis). Using a right-handed coordinate system, the direction of the other two waves will then 305 be as follows: the azimuth of the pro-grade wave (which propagates along the -axis) will be 150 306 (=60+90) degrees, and the azimuth of the wave linearly polarized in the x-y plane will be 105 (=60+45) 307 degrees. We then rotate the x and y components to obtain the North-East components by means of the 308 rotation matrix: 309 (25) The resulting N-E-V components are shown in Figure 5 . We can observe the three frequencies are 310 superimposed and there is no visual indication of the type of waves contained in the signal. We will 311 work with these components as starting data for our proposed procedures, since most available 312 seismograms are given in N-E-V components. 313 314
Extraction of Retro-grade Rayleigh wave 315
In this section we will apply filtering to extract the retro-grade wave, that is, the 2-Hz elliptically 316 polarized wave in the y-z plane. We will use both, the IRE, and independently, the NIP, as criteria to 317 19 construct and compare the filters. Once the wave is extracted we will recover the azimuth that was 318 assigned to the retro-grade wave in the previous section. We start by computing the Stockwell 319
Transform of the --V components, whose amplitudes are shown in Figures Hz wave. The exact values of the azimuth for each frequency will be provided after we extract each 329 wave, as it will be shown in the sequel. Now, with the computed angle , we use equation (17) observe that there is no energy in the transverse component for all frequencies. This is an expected result 332 because the angle is derived under the assumption that the correlation between the transverse and 333 vertical components is zero. It is important to clarify that when we compute the component 334 using , each frequency is rotated according to its corresponding . The obtained "radial 335 component" in the full time-frequency space will not have the physical meaning of the Stockwell 336
Transform of a component of the signal in a specific "radial" direction. However, such computation is 337 useful for extracting waves, since after we apply filtering, only one wave (or wave train) will remain in 338 the time-frequency domain, and with it, only one direction of propagation. The next step is the 339 computation of NIP , obtained by applying equation (16) (27) where is the threshold value, and the width of the cosine taper. In this example we selected, 359 , , and to construct the filter using as criterion the value of the IRE. On 360 the other hand, for the filter using as criterion the value of the NIP, we selected , 361
, and . Since we already computed the component , the filters can be applied to it, 362 and to the vertical component to extract directly the Rayleigh waves. In Finally, the desired wave is extracted by computing the inverse Stockwell transforms after the , 368 and components are filtered with the NIP criterion. Figure 8 shows the radial, 369 transverse and vertical components of the unfiltered signal and those of the extracted wave in the time 370 domain. In the previous section we selected the y-axis as the direction of propagation of the retro-grade 371 wave, and thus, the y-axis is the "radial" direction for this wave. As expected, there is no extracted wave 372 in the transverse direction (the pro-grade wave which would have appeared on the transverse component 373 has been eliminated by filtering). 374
Let us note that we use to compute the NIP , and then we use the NIP to filter and 375 extract the desired wave. However, even though the components of the extracted wave are already 376 obtained in the radial and transverse direction, the unique numerical value giving the azimuth of such 377 directions has not been provided. If such azimuth is also desired, it can be computed by filtering the 378 , and components with the NIP criterion. Then, the angle is computed 379 using Eqs. (10)- (12) 
Extraction of Pro-grade Rayleigh Wave 387
To extract the pro-grade Rayleigh wave from the synthetic signal we follow the same procedure as in the 388 previous section, but now we set , for a phase delay for the vertical component 389
We can observe in Figure 10 (12) is 150.0011 degrees. As expected, in this case the "radial" direction coincides 398
with the x-axis of the coordinate system, as shown in Figure 11 . 399
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To verify that we in fact have extracted retro-grade and pro-grade Rayleigh waves, we inspect their 400 polarization characteristics. In Figure (12 
Extraction of Linearly Polarized wave 405
Now we consider the problem of extracting the wave that is linearly polarized in the -plane. In such a 406 case, Love waves and shear waves would be the candidates. For Love waves we would expect the 407 presence of a dispersed wave train. Note that to extract the linearly polarized wave, the component can 408 be obtained either way, by shifting with a phase advance, or a phase delay. In Figure ( The region corresponding to the retro-grade motion is indicated by the red color. For comparison, the 458 IRE is also shown in Figure 18 (b). We can conclude from the comparison that the NIP is more 459 stable over the domain, as opposed to the IRE, which has more variation in the Stockwell 460 transform domain. In Galiana-Merino et al. (2011) , it is even stated that a 2D filter needs to be applied 461 to the IRE obtained with the SWPD, because its high variation could lead to numerical problems. In this 462 example, since we are not dealing with synthetic signals, the NIP is computed with Eq. (16) 463 without making any modification to , and without any smoothing. 464 The same component filtered with the IRE criterion is shown in Figure 18 we analyze the recording at station CHY107. This station is located farther from the epicenter, to the 517 south of the WCP, as shown in Figure 15 . The strength of the wavefield at such far location is weak. A 518 comparison of the unfiltered signal and the results of applying filtering using the NIP criterion are 519 shown in Figure 25 . We can observe that much of the noise has been filtered out when the NIP criterion 520 is used. The correlation coefficient between the radial and shifted vertical components is 0.8449, giving 521 a strong indication that the extracted (retro-grade) wave in the radial direction is a Rayleigh wave. This 522 high correlation is illustrated in Figure 25 
